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THE EFFECTS OF LINEAGE ON

SPATIAL DATA QUALITY

ABSTRACT: When the Spatial Data Transfer Standard is adopted as a Federal

Information Processing Standard, a Quality Report containing sections on lineage,

accuracy, logical consistency, and completeness will be required of agencies

producing digital cartographic data. This Quality Report diverges significantly from

the "U.S. National Map Accuracy Standards", in place for manually produced maps,

and presents some unknowns in terms of format and cost of conformance.

This paper develops procedures for testing the effects of the geometric

coordinate transformations in the digital portion of data lineage that could serve as

tools in evaluating digital map and Geographic Information System (GIS) software as

well as a format for reporting data quality in the Quality Report. These procedures

are then applied to a specific case using the base theme layers and data handling

procedures from the Bureau of Land Management's Western Oregon Digital Data

Base (WODDB). Artificial cartographic objects in point, line, and polygon data

structures were created to scale in state plane feet and translated from AutoCAD to

ADS to MOSS, repeating the steps and using the hardware and software

configuration employed in the WODDB GIS project. The coordinate pairs resulting

from each transformation were compared to the originals for accuracy and logical

consistency. The graphic outputs were inspected for attribute accuracy and

completeness. Results indicate that the relative positional accuracy of coordinate

pairs within each model maintains logical consistency. Logical consistency is not

maintained from model to model and this lack manifests itself as discontinuous line

segments across model boundaries. Attribute accuracy and completeness are not

negatively affected by the tested lineage.

This approach and testing methodology could be used as a prototype for

further testing of the WODDB data base and other GIS data bases where the effects

of lineage are unknown.
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INTRODUCTION

Computerized Geographical Information System (GIS) technology is a cost-

effective and efficient alternative to manual cartographic production techniques and

data analysis with planimeters and desktop calculators in many agencies responsible

for resource management. With their vast potential for storage and retrieval, fast,

accurate data handling, and interactive analysis and display options, computers,

peripheral devices, and a wide variety of software, including GIS, are being used to

create digital data bases across the country (Monmonier, 1982).

The evolution of computer-assisted cartography has created concerns quite

similar to those raised during the development of photogrammetry in the 1930's that

resulted in the "U.S. National Map Accuracy Standards" of 1 941 and revised in 1 943

and 1 947. The earlier issues involved levels of acceptability in work done for Federal

agencies by private firms and standards for inclusion in the national quadrangle series

(Marsden, 1960, p. 428).

The "Standards" contain sections on control surveys, plotting projections and

horizontal control, horizontal accuracy of planimetric detail, vertical accuracy of

topographic detail, and sheet edge matching. The approach linked accuracy

requirements to publication scale. The horizontal planimetric accuracy requirement is

that 90% of all well-defined cultural and drainage features be plotted on the map in

correct horizontal position within 1/50 inch for scales of 1:20,000 and smaller and

1/30 inch for scales larger than 1:20,000. At a publication scale of 1:24,000, this

specification translates to 40 feet and no limitation is suggested for the remaining

10%. Vertical accuracy requires that 85% of all elevations interpolated from the

map's contours be within 1/2 the contour interval and not more than 5% of all

elevations are to be found in excess of the contour interval. The weaknesses of the

"National Map Accuracy Standards" were well recognized by the 1 9 60's and

changes, such as the use of statistical method (standard error) and reliability

diagrams were discussed (Thompson, 1 960) to better inform the map user about the

fitness of the map for a particular application.
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The issues of acceptability, fit, and reliability were evaluated anew from the

electronic perspective of digital cartography as this new technology began

revolutionizing mapping the 1980's. The hardcopy map sheets plotted from two

different digital environments could be made to edgematch but would the electronic

files from the two sources necessarily be compatible? How could the user, who now

is often in a production role, be informed about the accuracy and reliability of data

that could be plotted or zoomed to any scale? New national standards were now

required to establish criteria for data quality and to insure compatibility among digital

map products created on different computer systems (Chrisman, 1 983).

The resulting "Proposed Standard for Digital Cartographic Data Final Draft"

(now called the National Data Transfer Standard) is a merged version of the work of

two groups, the National Committee for Digital Cartographic Data Standards

(NCDCDS) and the Standards Working Group of the Federal Interagency Coordinating

Committee on Digital Cartography (FICCDS-SWG) (DCDSTF, 1988, p. 11). The

NCDCDS, founded in 1 982 and organized under the auspices of the American

Congress on Surveying and Mapping, was made up of professionals from government

agencies, private industry, and education, and was chaired by Dr. Harold Moellering

of Ohio State University. This National Committee developed the structure and much

of the content of the merged version which was published in the January, 1 988 issue

of The American CartoaraDher as a proposed standard for public comment, and

which has now been submitted to the U.S. Geological Survey with the ultimate goal

of becoming Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) and adopted by the

National Bureau of Standards.

The "Proposed Standard" consists of four components: Part I Definitions

and References; Part II - Spatial Data Transfer; Part Ill Digital Cartographic Data

Quality; and Part IV Cartographic Features.

The Spatial Data Transfer Specification (SDTS), Part II, provides a mechanism

for the transfer of digital spatial data between noncommunicating parties including

those using dissimilar computer systems. It describes generic data content, data

organization, and the implementation method (the encoding of fields and subfields on
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the media). Vector, raster, grid, attribute data, and other ancillary information will be

transferable using the SDTS.

Part IV, Cartographic Features, provides a classification scheme and

definitions for cartographic features. Cartographic features are defined entities (real-

world phenomena) that can be represented by one or more digital objects (points,

nodes, lines, polygons, etc.). This section of the "Proposed Standard" provides

definitions for entities found on general nautical charts and topographic maps and

sets up the procedures for adding entities unique to cadastral, soils, and other types

of maps.

Part Ill, the Data Quality section, carries forward the concern for accuracy

explicit in the "National Map Accuracy Standards" of 1 941, but in a significantly new

direction. No attempt was made to establish arbitrary numerical thresholds of quality

related to scale or slope. Instead, Part Ill of the "Proposed Standard" requires the

mapping agency or firm to produce a quality report that provides detailed information

about data history, positional accuracy, attribute accuracy, and completeness.

Data history is contained in the lineage section of a quality report. The source

material from which the data is derived is fully described, including reference to

specific control information, date the source information corresponds to the ground,

and if several sources are merged sufficient detail is provided to identify the actual

source for each element in the file. The methods of derivation, including all

mathematical transformations of coordinates from the source material to the final

product must be documented. "Documentation of a transformation algorithm must

include the nature of computational steps taken to avoid loss of digits through

roundoff and must include a set of sample computations including numerical values

of coefficients to confirm equivalence of transformations" (DCDSTF, 1988, p. 132).

The quality report section on positional accuracy must report the degree of

compliance to the spatial address and coordinate coding standard set forth in Part Il,

the SDTS, where the address formats for latitude and longitude, Universal Transverse

Mercator Grid System (UTM), and State Plane Coordinate Systems (SPCSs) are

described. Spatial addresses in SPCSs are to be expressed in meters to three decimal



places. Measures of positional accuracy must test the quality of the final product

after all transformations and may be obtained from one of the following optional

methods:

Deductive Estimate - based on knowledge of errors in each production
step

Internal Evidence - geodetic control measurements such as closure of
traverse or residuals from an adjustment

Comparison to Source - graphic inspection using check plots; geometric
tolerances applied and method of registration must be described.

Independent Source of Higher Accuracy using the rules prescribed in
the proposed Spatial Accuracy Standard for Large-Scale Topographic
Maps (American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing,
1987)

Assessment of attribute accuracy shall be performed using procedures similar

to those used for positional accuracy (providing a numerical estimate of expected

discrepancies). A deductive estimate, tests based on independent samples, and tests

based on polygon overlay (independent and of higher accuracy) meet this

specification.

The logical consistency section is concerned with the fidelity of relationships

encoded in the data structure of the digital cartographic data. "Are line intersections

where they were intended?", "Are there any undershoots or overshoots?", "Are any

lines entered twice?", and "Are inner rings embedded consistently in enclosing

polygons?" are examples of questions answered in this section. Automated

procedures that test for logical consistency are acceptable, with documentation on

the software employed.

The quality report must contain in the completeness section, information about

selection criteria, definitions and other mapping rules. For example, minimum area

and minimum width geometric thresholds must be reported. This section shall

describe the exhaustiveness, concerning both spatial and taxonomic properties, of a

set of features. A test for spatial completeness can be obtained from topological

tests for logical consistency and tests for taxonomic completeness could utilize a



master list of geocodes for comparison. The procedures for testing and the results

are to be described in the completeness section.

With a final quality report, the spatial data user evaluates the fitness of the

digital product for a particular application. The writers of the Data Quality section

characterize this style of standard as "truth in labeling" and urge the producer to

include the most thorough, rigorous, and quantitative information available (DCDSTF,

1988, p. 131). This approach places some responsibility on the user, for he must, in

effect, set his own standards, but the intent of the quality report is to provide a

complete picture of reliability. Both the resource manager utilizing a GIS digital data

base and members of the public involved in the decision-making process in public

resource planning will be concerned about the quality of the computerized spatial

information.

It was a concern about the rapidly increasing quantity of data and a decrease

in the quality of data employed in the resource management and decision-making

process using manual methods of spatial analysis that initiated the creation of the

digital data base used as a case study in this research paper.

The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) is a major Federal manager of public

lands in Oregon with responsibility for 1 5.7 million acres of forest and range land.

the five western Oregon BLM districts of Salem, Eugene, Coos Bay, Roseburg, and

Medford cover large areas of the Douglas fir forests of the Coast and Cascade

ranges. These districts are managed to maximize the value of a variety of resources,

including recreation, timber production, wildlife habitat, and watershed under the

authority of the Oregon and California (O&C) Act of 1 937 and the Federal Land

Management Act of 1 976 (FLPMA).

Each BLM district is required to produce a Resource Management Plan (RMP),

a "land-use plan" as prescribed by FLPMA, on a 10-year cycle. District managers,

concerned about the continued use of a conglomeration of maps at differing scales,

vintages, quality, and utility for the 1 990 planning cycle, prompted consideration of a

new map base at a large, uniform scale of 1:4800. The labor-intensive and time-

consuming method of hand-drafting map revisions and creating the resource planning
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overlays made the use of digital cartographic and Geographic Information System

(GIS) technology a cost-effective approach to producing a spatial data base suitable

for modern resource management processing (Wright, 1986). The Western Oregon

Digital Data Base (WODDB), as the project was designated, was begun in 1986. The

WODDB project covers over 7 million acres of western Oregon, of which only 2.4

million acres are under BLM ownership due to the "checker-board" pattern of the

original Oregon and California (O&C) railroad lands revested by the Federal

government (Richardson, 1980).

Figures 1 A and 1 B depict the WODDB project stages. BLM provided new

aerial photography and mapping control to private contractors for compilation of map

manuscripts at 1" = 400' (1:4800) and for digitizing the specified base themes of

control, miscellaneous cultural features, hydrography, transportation, land-use/land-

cover types (polygon data), and topography at 20' intervals. The input and editing

vehicle (the digitizing tool) was AutoCAD, a proprietary drafting software program

running on MS-DOS based personal computers with the appropriate peripherals. BLM

chose to modify MOSS (Map Overlay and Statistical System), a public domain GIS

software program, to operate in the PRIME computer environment for the analysis

and display of the base themes and resource themes making up the resource

management alternatives in the RMP process. Automated Digitizing System (ADS)

software was implemented to facilitate the translation of the data from AutoCAD to

MOSS and as an alternative digitizing tool for capture of resource themes.

OBJECTIVES

The quality report requirement of the "Proposed Standard" diverges

significantly from traditional map accuracy standards and map producing agencies

have little precedent from which to work. Furthermore, the unknown cost of

conformance will be an issue with agencies producing extensive digital maps and GIS
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products until benchmark tests have been performed and a track record established.

Chrisman (1986, p. 55) is hopeful that the standard will not cause major budgetary

dislocations, but the two cited examples of quality reports and their costs are based

on small projects.

For agencies and companies producing new digital map bases and thematic

layers from aerial photography or other original sources, a major section of the quality

report will be the one on lineage, describing in detail the history of the spatial data

from source (this would include pre-digital information on control, aerial photography,

compilation instruments) to final graphic output. Each phase of the project would

require additional description in the lineage section and each stage in the data history

would be a potential contributor to accumulated error and thus affect the final level

of data quality.

This research paper focuses on a specific area of lineage, that of the

mathematical transformations of coordinates as they are passed from encoding, but

not including digitizing, to final format in a GIS environment where analysis as well as

graphic output takes place. Coordinates (X,Y for horizontal location and Z for the

vertical dimension) describe the spatial addresses of points in a three dimensional

space. In a defined coordinate system (Lat./Long., UTM, State Plane, etc.) the

spatial address refers to the geographic point location of an object on, above, or

below the Earth's surface and is termed the external spatial address (DCDSTF, 1988,

p. 56). Graphics hardware and software configurations for handling spatial data have

various internal coordinate systems, some unique to their operating environment.

External addresses can be identical to internal addresses if there is no translation or

scaling, but translations from one software package to another are common and

scaling options are available in most digital map and GIS programs. The research

reported in this paper compares the original external addresses with the final external

addresses after a series of transformations have taken place.

It is the primary objective of this paper to describe the design and

implementation of procedures that test the effects on data quality of transformations

induced by software programs that carry digital data from collection to final output
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format. The data quality, described by positional accuracy, attribute accuracy, logical

consistency, and completeness will be evaluated at each transformation. A case

study will be made of a township in the Bureau of Land Management's Western

Oregon Digital Data Base (WODDB) project.

A secondary objective is to demonstrate a method of isolating the effects of a

specific portion of lineage from other stages in the data history. Determining the

error attributable to software transformations will make possible the separation of

digitizing error from total digital error in the process of assigning percentages of total

error to data history stages. Figures 1 A and 1 B depict the data history stages of the

base themes of the WODDB GIS project. The steps tested for their effects on data

quality in this study involve the AutoCAD to ADS to MOSS transformations. Data

were collected on the accuracy of hand digitizing but will not be addressed in this

paper. Much excellent literature exists (Pendleton, 1982; Rollin, 1986; Thompson,

1981; Vanderohe and Chrisman, 1985) on testing and tracking digitizing error.

The third objective of this paper is to offer the test design as a cost effective

prototype that could be utilized in evaluating digital mapping and GIS software as a

part of scoping and planning a computerized spatial data base. It could thus perform

the dual roles of pre-project benchmarking and post-project documentation in the

lineage section of the Quality Report.

METHODOLOGY

The Township 23 South 8 West, Willamette Meridian, was selected by random

choice from the 517 townships covered in the WODDB project. This township was

made up of all or portions of eight stereo models of aerial photographs compiled on

mylar manuscripts at 1" = 400', depicting the base planimetric themes of

transportation, hydrography, miscellaneous cultural features, gross vegetation, and

control points. These manuscripts had been digitized in AutoCAD in the 1986 - 1987
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data collection phase of the project and constitute the base digital themes upon

which the rest of the GIS themes are being layered for manipulation and analysis in

MOSS.

SET-UP PROCEDURES

The AutoCAD drawing files (.dwg) for the stereo models A21, A22, A23,

A24, A42, A43, A44, A45 in Item 3 of WODDB (Coos Bay District), when fit

together, covered the selected Township. A stereo model is that three dimensional

image of a piece of Earth that is seen when a pair of overlapping aerial photographs

(diapositives) are superimposed in an optical instrument outfitted to compile or draw

the image. Each of the drawing files were copied from the master data base to an

IBM compatible PC/AT 386/20 loaded with AutoCAD Version 9 through a connection

to the BLM State Office Prime 6550 via the Novell ethernet. The GIS workstations

are configured with TGRAF emulation software that allows access to MOSS files also

residing on the Prime 6550 super minicomputer.

Each of the models was accessed in AutoCAD and systematically stripped of

all the original point, line, and polygon data. This operation left each of the eight

models with units in state plane feet, the standard WODDB layers (defined but

empty), and a neat line that matched the adjacent models.

A rough pencil sketch was made of the township and its 8 blank models and

cartographic objects (points, lines, and polygons) were drawn and connected where

appropriate. These objects were designed to be few in number to facilitate

processing and analysis but to represent schematically the original data. A series of

points were distributed over the models, a simple road net was designed, more

complex lines representing streams were included, and several polygons, both nested

and adjacent were planned. The polygons were squares, rectangles, and a circle of

predetermined acreages.

The stripped model drawings were accessed in AutoCAD and the objects from

the sketch were drawn using the appropriate AutoCAD commands. Points were

placed on the MCP-TW layer representing power transmission towers, lines were all

drawn on the HYD1 layer because one layer for both roads and streams was deemed
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suffjcient, and polygons were entered on the RPOLYGON layer with the naming

conventions for the vegetation types on a text layer.

When the cartographic objects in one model were complete, the model was

inserted into the drawing of the adjacent model in a sequential fashion that insured

that lines crossing over model boundaries were "snapped". This guaranteed that the

coordinate pair for the end of a line in one model was duplicated for the beginning of

the line continuing in the next model. The coordinate pairs for all the points in the

point, line, and polygon layers were recorded on a text layer in each model for easy

reference. The points in the lines representing streams were so close and numerous

(up to every 10 lineal feet) that it was impractical to place the coordinate pairs on the

text layer. The lines representing streams were temporarily converted to AutoCAD

PLINES such that the vertices could be run to the printer thus creating a hardcopy

record of those coordinate pairs.

The eight test models now contained generalized cartographic objects of

known precise location (state plane feet to 4 decimal places) and, in the case of the

polygons, of known precise area. When merged, the eight models formed the test

Township 23 South 8 West as shown in Figure 2.

DATA HANDLING PROCEDURES

The data in the eight test models were contained in eight AutoCAD drawings,

A21 .DWG-A24.DWG and A42.DWG-A45.DWG, and are hereafter referred to as the

original AutoCAD (ACAD). These original AutoCAD data were subjected to the

standard procedures and transformations using programs developed for BLM for the

WODDB project to get from AutoCAD to MOSS. These stages in the data history are

schematically portrayed in Figure 3. The color coded underlined decimal places

indicate the stages where external spatial addresses are accessible and where the

data are to be portrayed graphically. The numbers in parentheses are the multipliers

used in the programs to convert feet to meters and meters to feet.

To exactly duplicate the WODDB procedures, the polygons were separated

from the point and line layers in each model drawing and two new drawing files were

created, the base file (for example A42ABSE.DWG) and the polygon file (for example
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A42APOLY.DWG). Each AutoCAD drawing file went through the quality control
steps of set limits, set scale layer, explode blocks, and PLINE search (looks for
polylines in LINE data). Drawing Exchange Format (DXF) files were made of each
DWG file and two decimal place precision was specified.

The DXF files were sent to BLM's Prime 6550 minicomputer, via an

asynchronous transfer program called PrimeLink, where three directories, DXFDATA,
ADSDATA, and MOSSDATA are maintained on separate disks to facilitate further
processing. The DXFMOS1 program, in ADSDATA, contains subroutines that
convert the DXF feet to meters, meters to map inches in ADS, map inches to ADS

meters, and one that exports the data to MOSS in meters. This set of
transformations is schematically portrayed in Figure 3 and exactly replicates the
lineage of the WODDB data. The external spatial addresses expressed in meters
going into ADS, in ADS, and in MOSS trace the effects of the transformations in like
units and make the data accessible for hardcopy printouts.

Each original ACAD model resulted in three maps in MOSS: a point map, a
line map, and a polygon map (for example: A021_A_pt, A021_AJn, A021_A_pl). To
continue to duplicate WODDB procedures, these MOSS maps were merged by type
and cookie-cut to the township boundary. This resulted in a township point map, a
township line map, and a township polygon map (for example: S23W08A01,

S23W08A02, S23W08A03).

TESTING PROCEDURES

A comparison of the coordinate pairs in the MOSS model maps with those in
the MOSS township maps was made to determine what changes, if any, occur in the
merged format. The point addresses of the point, line, and polygon objects in each
of the eight models were printed out in MOSS meters (the external address units in
MOSS) and compared manually to those on the printout from the MOSS township
map. The X and Y coordinates matched exactly to the last decimal place and, rather
than subject both sets of maps to further testing, it was assumed that the effects of
mathematical transformations on the data quality of the model maps would be

mirrored in the township format. The model files were used exclusively in all
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subsequent testing.

The MOSS model maps were converted to feet using the MOSS2DXF utility

(XLATE) and inserted into the original AutoCAD models with the AutoCAD command

DXFIN. The MOSS points, lines, and polygons that resulted were put on new layers

so the MOSS objects would be easily distinguishable from the original AutoCAD

objects. Each of the eight models now contained objects with the original external

spatial addresses and the same objects with the final external spatial addresses

having under gone the mathematical transformations as shown in Figure 3. The final

MOSS objects in each model were evaluated for data quality in terms of positional

accuracy, attribute accuracy, logical consistency, and completeness.

One of the acceptable methods of testing for positional accuracy outlined in

the "Proposed Standard" is the Comparison to Source. While the use of hard copy

"check plots" was envisioned in this method, the insertion of final MOSS data in the

original AutoCAD models operates as a video check plot. Using the AutoCAD

commands of ZOOM-window and DISTANCE, graphic inspection and measurement of

geometric tolerances was accomplished. Each point in the three data types, point,
line, and polygon, was zoomed in on until the original AutoCAD point was visibly
separated from the MOSS point and the distance was measured.

The attributes attached to the cartographic objects in the test models begin as

AutoCAD layers (HYD1, MCP-TW, etc.) and become MOSS subjects in the final GIS

environment. The MOSS2DXF utility in the XLATE program allows the conversion of

MOSS subjects to AutoCAD layers as an option and since the AutoCAD command

DXFIN creates whatever new layers are needed, comparing the original AutoCAD

layers with those of the inserted objects from MOSS constitutes a valid test of
attribute accuracy. The test for attribute accuracy utilized the same procedures as

for the positional accuracy test except that the AutoCAD LIST command was used to

identify and compare layers. A Deductive Estimate of the ability of the tested

mathematical transformations to maintain attribute accuracy on all the original

WODDB layers is made that satisfies the "Proposed Standard".

The tests for logical consistency and completeness are left to the producing
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agent to develop and are acceptable if they are described in detail and relate the

results. MOSS data are not in a topological structure so General Tests for GraDhic

Data are appropriate. Line intersections were visually inspected for overshoots and

undershoots during the positional accuracy test and double lines were tested using

LIST. Completeness was determined with the combination of tests for positional

accuracy and attribute accuracy. The comparison to source in both tests indicated

the presence or absence of an object or attribute.

The results of these tests for data quality in each of the eight models indicated

that attribute accuracy is 100%, logical consistency is 100%, and the final MOSS

maps are 100% complete. The positional accuracy is in error in varying distances

and bearings, but by not more that 0.3 feet.

The eight models were then inserted into one AutoCAD drawing and visually

inspected for the quality of the edgematch. Each line intersecting a model boundary

was zoomed in on and checked for logical consistency. In every case the lines failed

to connect. Logical consistency was not maintained between models.

Models A21 and A22, containing representative points, lines, and polygons

(see Figure 4) were selected for further in-depth analysis. This reduced the data

volume while retaining all the features and characteristics of the eight models merged

in a township.

To determine the incremental effects of lineage on the data quality in models

A21 and A22, the ADS stage was portrayed graphically as well as the MOSS. The

ADS coordinate pairs were accessed in meters (the external spatial addresses for

ADS data)and converted to feet using 3.28083990 as the multiplier on a hand

calculator. This was the quickest method of converting the ADS coordinates to units

comparable with the original AutoCAD and final MOSS, although the calculator within

AutoCAD could have been used as well. The resulting coordinate pairs in feet were

drawn in the AutoCAD models in red, such that the original AutoCAD in black and

the MOSS in blue could be readily compared. Figures 5 through 7 illustrate this

comparison within the model. The numbers in parentheses in Figures 5 and 6 are the

distances from the original AutoCAD position.
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The positional inaccuracies due to lineage result in logical inconsistencies

where lines cross the model edges and are graphically portrayed in Figures 8 and 9.

To isolate the effects of specific stages in the data history, the table in Figure 10 was

developed. (This table would partially meet the "Proposed Standard" requirement for

documentation of the transformation algorithms in that it includes a set of sample

computations to confirm equivalence of transformations.) The coordinate pairs at the

model boundary in Figures 8 and 9 are tracked through the sequence of

transformations from AutoCAD to MOSS. The original AutoCAD X and V coordinates

are the same in both models because the lines were "snapped" at the neat line

between the models. Following the sequence of transformations of these two sets of

identical coordinate pairs in Figure 10, the transformation computations are exactly

the same until the external spatial addresses in ADS (meters) is encountered.

It appeared that DXF2ADS, while creating slight positional inaccuracies with

all coordinate pairs, maintained logical consistency within the model but not from

model to model. To eliminate the possibility of random error occurring due to

operating system weakness and to test the reliability of the algorithms performing the

transformations, the eight coordinate pairs comprising the HYD1 lines in model A21

were put through the transformations from AutoCAD to MOSS for 10 iterations. The

original ACAD coordinate values and the original order (record position in the file) of

the pairs was maintained for each iteration. The resulting coordinates in MOSS were

exactly the same each time and are plotted as the original MOSS line in Figures 11

and 12.

The only observable difference between the original AutoCAD coordinate pairs

at the endpoints of the lines in Model A21 and their counterparts in Model A22 was

their sequential order in the two files. In a second test, the original coordinate values

were again used but the order was altered before passing them from AutoCAD to

MOSS one time. The resulting coordinate pairs in MOSS were different and are

plotted in magenta in Figure 12. These two tests demonstrate that DXF2ADS

transforms data with a consistent error when repeatedly handed the same batch of

coordinate pairs, but when handed the same coordinate pairs in a different batch it
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IGURE 10 - Coordinate Pair Comparison

DXFMOS1

Original ACAD DXFOUT FEET2MET DXF2ADS MOSS DXF

Feet Feet Meters Inches/Meters Meters Feet

A21W X 1159848.0747 1159848.07 353521.69173800 363521.67088 353521.67 1159848.00045

A22W X 1159848.0747 1159848.07 353521.69173600 353521.88909 353521.69 1159847.967842
w
I

A21W V 898000.0000 898000.00 212750.40000000 212750.33047 212750.33 697999.771402
LI.

A22W Y 898000.0000 698000.00 212750.40000000 212760.41496 212750.41 698000.03388

A21E X 1164305.0170 1164305.02 354880.17009600 354880.22198 354880.22 1164305.18549

A22E X 1184305.0170 1184305.02 354880.17009600 364880.22617 354880.22 1164305.18549
Ui
I
D
Q A21E V 698000.0000 698000.00 212750.40000000 212750.34033 212750.34 697999.80421
U-

A22E V 698000.0000 898000.00 212750.40000000 212760.41602 212750.41 898000.03386

0)



FIGURE 11 - Coordinate Pair Order Comparison
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FIGURE 13
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cannot reproduce the same error.

To further illustrate the effects of this sequence of transformations on

positional accuracy, the lines in model A21 (Figure 13) were subjected to a loop test.

The coordinate pairs describing the points in the HYD1 lines in this model were

passed from original AutoCAD to MOSS through the standard transformations. The

resulting MOSS DXF pairs were returned to AutoCAD using the DXFIN command and

passed through the sequence again. This was done for 10 iterations shown

graphically in Figure 14. This test demonstrates that the positional error caused by

the DXF2ADS transformation is accumulative and compounds the logical

inconsistency element of data quality.

DISCUSSION

The simple cartographic objects that replaced the digitized data in the basic

building blocks of a large GIS mapping project made feasible the testing for the

effects of a specified portion of lineage on data quality both graphically and by

comparing coordinate pairs. Because the test objects were created in the project

encoding format (Aut0CAD) and placed on standard project layers, the effects of the

mathematical transformations could be tested without modification to the lineage

implemented for the GIS project. The relatively few coordinate pairs describing the

cartographic objects made possible the calculation and tabulation of values in like

units at intermediate steps in the transformation process.

When applied to BLM's WODDB project base themes these test procedures

evaluated the effects of transforming spatial data from AutoCAD to ADS to MOSS on

the data quality as measured by positional accuracy, attribute accuracy, logical

consistency, and completeness. It was determined that the township point, line, and

polygon maps in MOSS exactly duplicated those in each individual model. Test

models A21 and A22 were selected for further analysis.
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Positional accuracy was the only element of data quality to be affected

negatively, and while the effect was universal, the magnitude was slight. Bearings

and distances from the original positions varied, but did not exceed 0.3 foot. This is

not considered a significant error factor as WODDB project specifications allowed up

to a 10 foot error in digitizing the manuscripts. Logical consistency was maintained

within each model where like coordinate pairs (at intersections) were shifted at the

same distance and bearing. No overshoots or gaps occurred inside the model

boundaries. At all boundaries, however, logical consistency broke down and the

positional inaccuracies resulted in gaps in the line features.

The graphical comparison (Figures 5 9) functioned to detect the effects of

lineage on positional accuracy and logical consistency. The table in Figure 10 was

developed to ascertain the stage(s) in data history responsible for error. The

coordinate pairs are handled accurately up to DXF2ADS. The meters resulting from

FEET2MET are not the same as those transformed by DXF2ADS (in red). When

truncated and passed to MOSS the X,Y coordinates in model A21 are different than

their counterparts in model A22.

The results of two additional tests further verified that DXF2ADS is the

primary contributor to positional inaccuracy in the tested lineage. To check against

random operating system error the HYD1 line file in model A21 (Figure 11) was

transformed from AutoCAD to MOSS for 10 iterations. The original AutoCAD

coordinate pairs in their original order were passed to MOSS each time. The resulting

coordinate pairs were exactly identical for the 10 iterations and are represented by

the blue original MOSS line in Figure 1 2. The positional inaccuracy was logically

consistent.

The second test in this series involved passing the same original AutoCAD

coordinate pairs making up the HYD1 line file in model A21 through to MOSS in a

different order. The only difference between the original duplicate AutoCAD

coordinate pairs in A21 and A22 as shown in Figure 10 would be their order in the

sequence of pairs in each file. The altered order line file was passed once to MOSS

and resulted in different coordinate pairs, graphically represented by the magenta line
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in Figure 1 2. When presented with the same coordinate pairs in a different order

DXF2ADS produces different transformed coordinate pair values.

MOSS was accessed on the Prime Level A minicomputer to verify the gaps

between all models in the township. GIS commands involving the line data, such as

BUFFER and DISTANCE, would recognize the gaps as endpoints unless modified and

would treat the broken line segments as two separate entities.

The final test, the loop test illustrated in Figures 1 3 and 14, predicts the

effects of lineage on data quality when the end product is repeatedly used to update

the original input data base. This situation could occur when maps in MOSS were

taken back into AutoCAD for additional editing or for digitizing more features. In this

case the effects are accumulative and degrade the data base over time. The

maximum error in 10 iterations shown here is still well under the project accuracy

limits but indicates that the original data base should be used for every revision.

The testing methods developed to research the effects of lineage on data

quality provide pointers to areas of error propagation and their magnitude. Given this

information, an assessment can be made of the impact of the error on final project

data quality. If judged significant, the source of error can be efficiently reduced or

eliminated by focusing reprogramming efforts on the precise algorithm involved.

Equally as valuable to project managers is the ability, gained through this testing, to

make accurate judgements on the cost-effectiveness of error reduction by the

reprogramming approach. Other work-around alternatives may be considered that

have the same effect in reducing error.



CONCLUSION

The concept of using simplified cartographic objects as test data in evaluating

the effects of lineage on data quality worked well in the case study

combination of graphic and tabular comparisons of coordinate pairs met the desired

objectives in isolating the effects of specific transformations. The amount of useful

information generated by the tests developed for this research project makes them

cost effective tools in evaluating and documenting data history.

In the case study of BLM's WODDB project, the effects of a portion of its data

history have been tested. In an evaluation mode, project managers, looking at the

effects of specific programs, can make decisions regarding the cost trade offs

between precision, accuracy, and logical consistency. The test results can be

included in an apportionment of absolute final data base accuracy as the effects of

other components in the lineage are studied. As documentation, the graphics and

tables can be included as a part of a Data Quality Report to meet the Data Transfer

Standard.
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